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the game allows several snooker variants, including
foursomes, fivesomes and sixesomes, with as few as three
and as many as six players competing at a time. you can
switch between playing solo or in a competition, and if you
have the dlc, there's a computer opponent available. you
can play for practice in exhibition mode, either against the
computer ai, or against friends. backgammon-like trick shot
mini-games also allow you to win prizes, notably ranking
points, which go towards building your reputation as a pool
player. the trick shot mini-games are really intriguing, with a
wide range of colours to choose from, and even more
choices if you have the expansion pack. there's also an auto-
flinch system, which you can configure, that's similar to one
of the better auto-shot systems i've seen. it's a tough game
to balance, and a lot of people will be unhappy with it. you
can play with the ai, but even though it's impressive, it can
still be over-eager and snooker back in your hands. the
"learn" option gives you the ability to watch your games and
adjust, but it's not really enough. the ai is excellent at what
it does, but it lacks the personality of a real opponent, and
it's not the first time someone else has knocked you back.
you can play online, but i didn't find that too helpful. perhaps
the most useful feature is the shot summary at the bottom
of the screen, which shows a coloured line of the shot and
the point it's scored on. the point line gives you a better
sense of what's happening with the balls, and shows you
where the ball is on the table. the sound and graphics are
good, but not in the top of the class. there's a lot of lag when
playing online, and it's not very good at looking up snooker
terms. in effect, i've found myself playing some pool with a
mug, instead of using the pool table. 
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